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YOUR TRUST

12 years of flawless work
Established in 2006, today A-Group is the leading business 
aviation company in Russia, in particular with regard to 
quality, safety and confidentiality.
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Undoubted quality

YOUR TRUST

A-Group operates fully according to the highest standards 
of  civil aviation. Our company is proud of its reputation.

We have set our standards at the level of the world’s leading 
business aviation companies. Thereby, our clients from 
all over the world recieve the familiar highest quality 
customer care and services.  
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Integrated safety

Our philosophy of safety is based on expert forecasting.

We constantly and comprehensively control all possible 
negative factors in order to exclude potential incidents.

YOUR TRUST
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Confidentiality is our  
root principle
We guarantee the absolute safekeeping of clients’ 
information and privacy. Whenever you use A-Group 
services, you can feel certain of total confidentiality.

YOUR TRUST
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FBO of two capitals
Moscow Sheremetyevo is the biggest international airport 
in Russia. During recent years it was rewarded as the best 
in Europe in terms of quality, service and punctuality.

St Petersburg Pulkovo has also received the award as the 
best airport in its category.

By connecting two of the best airports in Russia with our 
FBOs, we present our clients the opportunity to discover 
the most convenient means of flight between Moscow and 
St Petersburg, and all around the world. 

 

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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The newest business aviation 
terminal
Sheremetyevo Terminal A is the newest and most 
modern in Russia

Designed and built in accordance with advanced 
specifications and standarts, it features distinctive 
comfort and provides the highest level of service for 
passengers and crew.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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An airport inside the airport
A-Group Moscow FBO is an indispensable part of 
Sheremetyevo airport and fully integrated in its day-to-day  
workflow.

Therefore we can ensure seamless airport slots allocation 
and the best possible punctuality of business aviation 
flights.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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Benefits of the leader
Sheremetyevo airport provides a simple and 
straightforward exit from Moscow air traffic zone. 
Well-thought-out air navigation schemes and no flight 
restriction zones allow planes to take off and land with 
no waste of time.

Two runways allow the airport to run safely with no 
delays, regardless of the weather. 

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE

Two parallel runways 3700 & 3550 m
 certified ICAO cat. IIIA

Constructing Runway #3 (2018)
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The ideal neigbourhood
Passengers at Sheremetyevo international airport enjoy the 
most developed and convenient airport infrastructure in 
Eastern Europe.

Inside the airport there are several world-known network 
hotels, such as Radisson Blu, Sheraton, Novotel and Park Inn. 
Beyond that, there are all the services that a highest category 
airport should provide.  

Sheremetyevo is the ideal choice for business aviation 
passengers and crew.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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The landmark terminal 
in Pulkovo
Terminal A in St Petersburg Pulkovo is a heritage building. 
It was constructed in 1951 by the world renowned architect 
Alexander Gegello.

This building was renovated in 2013. We have carefully 
preserved its historical design and detail, but at the same 
time we improved the terminal with modern technologies 
for comfort, safety and security.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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Helicopter transfer service
A-Group FBOs feature two of their own helipads in Moscow 
and St Petersburg, both located in close vicinity to our 
terminals. Our helipads can receive passenger rotorcrafts 
of any class.

Besides the obvious benefits, this allows passenger to arrive 
at the airport by air, leaving all the traffic jams behind, and 
make the transfer for a plane for their onward journey.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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Feels like home 
Our hangars are our pride. Having truly extensive floor 
spaces, they are equipped with the most modern utility 
systems and fail-safe security systems. 

Indoor facilities include storage rooms for aviation support 
materials and equipment as well as for personal belongings. 
There is also an office space annex designed for airline 
representatives and airfield services.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE

FBO Sheremetyevo: 3 hangars. Total floor space: 16 500 m2

32 middle jets

FBO Pulkovo: 2 hangars. Total floor space: 6400 m2

12 middle jets

Our FBOs also own lots of 
capacious apron parkings, 
accepting all aircraft types 
including 747 BBJ
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Handle with care
It is really important to take off without delay! To provide 
that, we’ve got our own handling service.

Not limited for just the servicing of business jets, we also 
provide handling for lots of passenger and cargo airlines, 
including Star Alliance members. A-Group is the official 
de/anti-icing provider. 

A-Group handling includes our own cleaning, catering 
and other services

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE

12 Vestergaard Elefants 
Anti-icing fluid storage: 420 000 l
Certified De/anti-icing lab
Annual IATA DAQCP audit check

Schopf & Lektro aircraft tugs
Hobart Ground power units

Own 24/7 maintenance, cleaning  
and transport service
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The airport made for you
You are the only and principal passenger when you fly 
with A-Group. 

Our service is so constructed that your journey from car 
to plane takes no more than a couple of minutes. But if you 
wish to set up a business meeting or have a dinner with 
a spectacular panoramic runway view, our terminal is 
always at your disposal.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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Everything the crew may need
For air crew there are all the amenities to have a rest and 
prepare for the flight. 

Pilots have the opportunity to recharge their batteries, 
have a shower, change their clothes and receive all the 
information for the preflight briefing.

Magazines and 
newspapers

Free for crews

Shower rooms

Coffee and 
beverages

Crew lounges

Broadband WiFi 
internet & TV

Preflight briefing  
room

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE
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The short route
Compared to other Moscow airports, it takes less time 
to get to Sheremetyevo: just few minutes by the new M11 
highway. But there are lots of fast and easy ways to get to 
the airport, and the most elegant of them is to arrive right 
at the Terminal by helicopter.

Pulkovo Terminal A in St Petersburg is the nearest to the 
city, featuring a convenient access from the Pulkovskoye 
highway and St Petersburg ring road.

YOUR PERFECT CHOICE

Pulkovo:
900 meters from Ring Road
14 km from city centre

Sheremetyevo:
9 km from Moscow MKAD 
Ring Road 
29 km from the Kremlin

30 km

14 km

FBO Moscow Sheremetyevo
9 kms from city Moscow city center

FBO St Petersburg Pulkovo 
Less than 1 km from Ring road

St Petersburg city center
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A BUSINESS APPROACH TO BUSINESS AVIATION

We are open
We take a truly business-like approach to business aviation: 
transparent pricing, convenient single-window ordering, 
24/7 call centre and a Terminal that is always open for you. 

The only competitor for us is ourselves, and this inspires us 
to refine our services every day.
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WE APPRECIATE YOU

Truly individual approach
A-Group delivers premium-class personal care. We consider 
every individual requests from our clients and provide 
services that combine cost efficiency and uncompromising 
comfort. 

We have created the highest quality unique product: 
business aviation at its best.
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WE ARE THE AVIATION

Aviation is a deal of a lifetime
Our mission is to provide a comprehensive range of 
business aviation services for those people who are not 
limited by physical borders. 

The expertise of our staff and the company’s many 
assets set new standards for the industry, providing 
uncompromising levels of safety, confidentiality and 
quality. 

We are sincerely passionate about the sky, and we work 
with pleasure and inspiration.
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A-GROUP HISTORY

The first scheduled flight from A-Group was operated from the 
former Sheremetyevo Business Aviation Centre.

First own A-Group hangar welcomes its first planes.

The second A-Group hangar begins operations.
Start of own de/anti-icing complex operations.

First flight from the brand new A-Group Moscow Sheremetyevo 
Terminal A.

St Petersburg Pulkovo Terminal A renovated and receives  
its first passengers.

The brand new hangar in St Petersburg starts work.

New helicopter pad in Sheremetyevo –the first among FBOs  
of Russia.

All the company’s assets and brands are consolidated into  
the single A-Group corporation.

First flights from our new “Leningrad” helipad in Pulkovo.

Second Pulkovo hangar starts to work.

The gala opening of the third in a row, brand new  
hangar in Moscow Sheremetyevo airport.

At Moscow Sheremetyevo, the A-Group 
company starts service on its new 
apron, designed specifically for business 
aviation aircraft. 

It’s surface permits the accommodation 
and handling of 25 airplanes and 
helicopters.

2006
2008
2009

2012
2013

2014
2016
2017

2018



CONTACT US

Sales department

Operations department

TEL

+7  495 981 38 26
FAX

+7 495 578 03 74

TEL

+7 495 642 72 82
FAX

+7 495 578 29 79
E-MAIL

ops@a-group.aero

E-MAIL

client@a-group.aero
WEB 

a-group.aero

SITA 

SVOAPXH
AFTN

UUEEVGRX
VHF

133,375 MHz


